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IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum
Presents
Mastery & Emergence
On Sunday, October 4th, a rare opportunity unfolds, when The Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum will host a
private reception featuring the works of renowned wildlife artists Guy Coheleach and Cathy Sheeter. This
new exhibit entitled “Mastery & Emergence” presents a special homage to the talents of two artists who
share the same passion for wildlife art, while embracing wildly different creative mediums to capture their
subjects in breathtaking scenarios. “We are very excited and honored to share with the public the works of
an artist, Guy Coheleach who has mastered his craft; while at the same time, premiering great works of an
emerging artist, Cathy Sheeter, who is our Marijane Singer, Artist-in-Residence at the Hiram Blauvelt Art
Museum. -James Bellis, Board President, Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum.
About the Artists
Guy Coheleach’s works has been exhibited in the National Collection of Fine Art, The White House, The
Corcoran Gallery, and the Royal Ontario Museum. Visiting heads of State have received his American
Eagle print, and he was the first Western artist to exhibit in Peking after World War II. His paintings have
received the Society of animal Artists’s Award of Excellence, an extraordinary eight times. He has been the
focus of articles in Reader’s Digest, Saturday Evening Post, National Wildlife and Wildlife Art News, as well
as, numerous regional art and wildlife magazines. To learn more about Guy Coheleach visit
www.guysart.com.
Cathy Sheeter is quickly becoming known as one of the premier wildlife and western scratchboard artists of
today. Her mastery of the difficult scratchboard medium is evident in the outstanding quality of each of her
works. Highly detailed and realistic, her scratchboard art is often mistaken for photographs at a distance.
Cathy has only been exhibiting her work since 2008 but her rapid accent into highly respected wildlife and
western art exhibitions and ever increasing number of awards and publications is making her work
increasingly collectable worldwide. Cathy’s work is instantly recognizable due to its life-like eyes,
anatomical accuracy, strong compositions, and sense of light which help bring the viewer into the world of
her animal artwork creations. To learn more about Cathy Sheeter visit www.cathysheeter.com. You can
also see Cathy’s work on display until spring, 2016, as the new Artist-In-Residence.
The Mastery & Emergence exhibit will be on display until October 15, 2015. Feel free to visit
www.blauveltartmuseum.com to learn more about the Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum.
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FEATURED ARTWORK IN THE EXHIBIT

Shadow Cat by Cathy Sheeter

Winter Whiteout Bison by Guy Coheleach
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